John Maloy ‘11 and Jimmy Boretti ‘13 – One More Time

Fort Lauderdale, Florida

John Maloy ’11 (Wildwood, New Jersey) and James Boretti ’13 (Westford, Massachusetts) needed to get in one more swim together so they chose the USSwimming Open Water Championships to conclude their water time together. This duo practiced together in the far lanes for the last two seasons and helped make both themselves and their team much better with their efforts. Many times they also shared the same events in our meets – the 1000, the 500 and the IM’s. One of the most exciting events last year was a one two finish in the Terrier Invite by John and Jimmy that left their teammates cheering once again.

In the Open Water 5K championships John finished in 20th place and Jimmy was in 44th of the over 100 competitors.

John will now head off to Georgetown Law School to continue his education while fortunate for us Jimmy will return to Boston College for his junior year of swimming and studying. John’s contributions will be missed but Jimmy and a talented crew seem to be ready for the challenges of the 2012 season.

Congrats and thanks to both of these Eagle Swimmers for all they added to the team.